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Who Are the Shinnecock People
The word Shinnecock means, “People of the Stony Shore.”
The Shinnecock tribe is the largest tribe on Long Island.
They have lived on eastern Long Island for about 10,000
years. The Shinnecock people are a part of the Algonquian
language. They planted crops, hunted, trapped, and tracked
animals. They collected several types of berries and nuts,
fished, harvested shellfish from the bays and whaled. The
Shinnecock Tribes territory of land stretched west, known
today as Mastic, to East Hampton, north from the Peconic
Bay, and south to Southampton along the Atlantic Ocean.
The Poosepatuck / Unkechaug, Montauketts, are a couple of
the other tribes living on the eastern end of Long Island.
Only the Unkechaug and Shinnecock have reservations.
Shinnecock is the 565th federally recognized Nation in the
United States of American.
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The Great Seal of Shinnecock Indian Nation

Great Seal’s Description

The Shinnecock Indian Nation are known as the great
whalers and the greatest of wampum makers. The
Thunderbird and deer symbols are *clan symbol. In the
center are a man and woman wearing traditional clothing
and men in a whaling canoe. The two Right Whales
depicted were the main species of the area. The turtle in
the center, represents the Mother Earth. The sun rising
over the water represents a bright future, and the four
wigwams represent the tribe and their families. The
words, “Algonquian”, represents the Shinnecock point of
view . The larger family, “Always Sovereign” means the
Shinnecock are now and have always been a sovereign
Nation.
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Chapter 2

Traditional Life

The Shinnecocks are a *matriarchal society. Most tribal decisions
originally were made by consensus in which agreements were made
after extended periods of discussion with elders and clan mothers.
They lived-in wigwams, which were dome like structures, 15-20 feet.
in diameter. They were made from green white cedar trees
(*saplings), that were bent over and tied or intertwined with each
other. Then *cattail reed mats, flat pieces of elm bark, or sea-grass
would go over the outer structure. *Bulrush mats woven with colorful
designs would go on the inner walls of the wigwams. The door-way
was usually covered with an animal hide. There was a hole in the
middle of the wigwam for the cooking fire and a hole at the top for
the smoke to go out. A small village of four to eight wigwams was
made up of an extended family.

They were agricultural people that planted different crops including
pumpkin and tobacco and some of the most well-known today are the,
“Three Sisters”; corn, beans, and squash. Traditionally, it was women
of the tribe that planted and tended the gardens. To make the soil
yield for the best harvest, small fish were added to the dirt. First
the corn, who is considered the first sister, “Weatchimin” is planted
in May or June and needs to grow to the size of a squirrel’s ear.
Next the beans, sister number two, “Masguaseets” grows into a vine
and winds around sister corn that grew into a stalk. The bean’s vines
repel deer because they are prickly. Lastly, the squash, “Askot” or
third sister gets planted. Her leaves are so large that they keep all
three of the roots moist. It is said that the sisters help to keep
each other healthy and safe. This way of farming makes it more
likely to have a bountiful harvest.
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A Nunnowa Ceremony
The Shinnecock Natives would have special ceremonies
to celebrate many new harvests. One of these
ceremonies is called, *Nunnowa it is the time of the
fall harvest to celebrate the corn. Many different
tribes would come together for a communal meal of
game (meat), seafood, and vegetables. Athletic events
such as lacrosse and other children’s games, religious
ceremonies, naming ceremonies, weddings, and dancing
was all a part of the celebration. A dance called, “The
Green Corn Dance” celebrated at the harvest is still
danced today at certain gatherings. The Shinnecock
people have celebrated many new harvests for
thousands of years. They have always given thanks and
prayed to the creator for all they had.
Another ceremony in the spring was to celebrate the
harvesting of strawberries. It was originally called
“Feast of the Moon of Flowers”. by the Long Island
tribes before European contact. Now this ceremony is
called June Meeting.
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Shinnecock Natives Whaling

The Shinnecock people were known for their expert whaling
techniques. After they had killed a whale during a hunt
called “Powdawe”, the medicine-man or “Powawas” from
which the name *Powwow comes from, was the leader of
this Thanksgiving Ceremony. The fins and tails were
considered so special that they were celebrated. This was
also a communal affair for many tribes. Prayers, dancing,
feasting and the processing of the whale took place.
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Deer
Quail

Sturgeon
The animals were plentiful. The Shinnecock hunted, speared,
and trapped deer, quail, rabbit, turkey, geese, duck, and
squirrel. The shellfish they harvested in the bays were
oysters, clams, lobster, mussels, crab and scallops. The types
of fish that they caught were, blue fish, flounder, striped
bass, and sturgeon. The Shinnecock hunted for Right
Whales.

Oysters

Lobsters
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The traditional way of life was living with the land, understanding
its value and being grateful to all the animals, in the air, on the
land, and in the sea. To the Shinnecocks and the Native people all
things are connected.
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Wampum

Another important attribute of the Shinnecock people was their expert
skill at making *Wampum. Wampum was considered sacred to the native
people. They lived by the shore for thousands of years and they mastered
this skill. Wampum is made from the purple and white part of the clam or
quahog shell. The making of wampum was difficult, as the carver needed
to use a grindstone to shape the shell. Then the shell was cut into small
pieces, smoothed and finally a hole would be drilled through the shell to
form a bead. The beads would be strung together with *Sinew.
The Shinnecock Natives would make pictographic designs of the purple
and white colors in belt form. The wampum belts were used when
requesting a meeting with another chief, recording an important
historical event or recording a specific spiritual ceremony. It was
eventually used as money. Some of the neighboring nations The
Shinnecock people would trade with were; Wampanoag, Pequot, Mohegan
and some of the tribes from the Six Nations Confederacy.
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Chapter 3

Roles of the Women and Men

The roles of the women and men at times

overlapped. They both could be medicine people or
“Powawas” using medicinal plants and herbs as
medicine. Some medicine people specialized in
different techniques when helping their people;
such as reading the movements of the stars,
curing sickness, attracting game animals for the
hunt, and protecting a person from getting injured
during times of war by saying a prayer over them.

“Mocomanto”

Shinnecock Chief or leader “Sachem”
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Women

The women taught the young girls cooking
skills, gardening skills, the knowledge of
diverse types of herbs, nuts, berries, and
medicinal plants. Girls learned how to make
clay pots, mats, utensils, weave baskets,
clothing, and moccasins.

Baskets

Moccasins

Men
The men taught the boys about types of trees and how
to use them. Boys learned where and when to fish, and
whale. Whale hunting in the Atlantic Ocean in dugout
canoes was very dangerous. This was the most dangerous
of all the hunting techniques. Boys also learned to make,
bows, arrows, tools, hunt small animals, and how trap and
track animals.
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Making *duck decoys from wood, was
another important skill. Decoys were used
to attract duck and other fowl. Both boys
and girls learned about how to use
medicinal plants, how to mend broken
limbs, make fishing nets, harvest shellfish in
the bays, and learned many skills using
games. The most important lessons taught
were from all the members of the tribe,
which was to respect their families, their
way of life and to honor and respect the
earth.
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Chapter 4
Sharing Traditions and Knowledge of the Land with the Settlers

Conscience Point Rock with Plaque

The Shinnecocks’ first contact with the English settlers was at
Conscience Point in 1640, which is now known as North Sea.
When they saw that the settlers were in need, they generously
shared their traditional skills and knowledge with them. They
taught the settlers their farming techniques, the places to hunt
for animals, techniques for fishing and gathering shellfish. One
of the most valuable skills taught to the settlers, was learning
the unique skills for hunting whales. This skill became the most
prosperous one for the settlers. Unfortunately, the more
settlers arrived, the more land they wanted from the
Shinnecock people, so their relationship became estranged.
They used the knowledge of whaling and profited greatly from
it. The settlers used the blubber (fat) from the whales to make
oil, which lit their lamps. So, then they had more money and
built bigger ships and went out on longer hunts. More *Right
whales were hunted at this time in history to almost the brink
of extinction.
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In addition, Sag Harbor’s port was the deepest, so all the ships that
came from New England could dock there. The whalers sold oil to the
towns’ people, newcomers, and across Long Island all the way to New
York City. The settlers were making more money from selling oil, so
they built larger houses, and farmed on bigger fields. As a consequence
of this, even more of the Shinnecocks’ land was taken away. With the
continuous arrival of new settlers brought diseases and conflict. After
many years of fighting and suffering, the Shinnecock people continued
to lose massive amounts of their land, and many of their people died of
diseases. This continued over hundreds of years. While the
Shinnecock people were losing their lands and fishing rights, the
settlers were gaining more land and continuing to profit on the whales.
Additional changes in tribal life occurred due to illegal deeds,
destruction of tribal burial sites included those in Shinnecock Hills and
Sebonac. Another reason for the loss of Shinnecock land was, *The
Deed of 1859 and the expansion of the Long Island Railroad going east
to Montauk. The Shinnecocks were then pushed onto Shinnecock Neck,
part of their present-day reservation in Southampton and lost almost
all their ancestral homeland. Today eastern Long Island is known as,
“The Hamptons”.
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Shinnecock Timeline
1640 - Shinnecock’s first contact with the English settlers at
Conscience Point

1650- The oldest Indian Presbyterian
church was built

.
1812 - Rev. Paul Cuffee is preaching to Indian
congregations at Islip, Poosepatuck, Canoe Place
(Shinnecock) and Montauk

1830’s - First Shinnecock school was built
1859 - Land that was originally occupied by the
Shinnecock tribe and illegally stolen by a
signed treaty of the U.S. government
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1876 –The Wreck of the freight ship Circassian, off of
Mecox Bay; ten male members of the tribe drowned while
trying to ship a sinking ship
1946 - First official Shinnecock Powwow which helped
benefit the Tribe and Shinnecock Church
1972- First Shinnecock Native American Cultural Coalition
(SNACC) received a grant for the purpose of doing
cultural programs for the youth
1972 - Shinnecock Tribe petitioned for Federal
Recognition
1980- The Shinnecock Health Center was built
2000 - Family Preservation Building, was built
2001- The Shinnecock Nation Cultural Center and
Museum Opened
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2010 - Shinnecock Nation receives Federal Recognition
2014- Shinnecock Wuneechanunk Early Learning Center
Opens
2017 Present Day Presbyterian Church
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Chapter 5

The Shinnecock Nation Today
The Shinnecock people now live on 900 acres of land called, a
*Reservation in Southampton, New York. The reservation is
located on a peninsula, surrounded by Shinnecock Bay, Old Fort
Pond and Heady Creek. Some tribal members live off the
reservation, on other reservations, or in towns and cities
throughout the United States or in other parts of the world.
They live in modern day houses, go to schools and colleges and
have jobs and careers. Some tribal members worship today in
diverse ways. Some go to different denominational churches. In
addition, the Shinnecock Presbyterian Church, located on the
reservation, is the oldest continuous reformed Indian
congregation in the United States. The church may be
Presbyterian in structure, but the native culture is intertwined
into every worship, service, and function. The Shinnecock Tribe
still have many harvest celebrations. Today June Meeting is now
celebrated on a Sunday and is part of church services. There is a
festival at the museum for the harvest of strawberries and is
opened to the public. Many tribe members celebrate the harvests
in their homes with family and friends.
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The Shinnecock Tribe now celebrates Nunnowa the week
before the holiday known as,” Thanksgiving” ‘in the
Community Center, on the reservation. The center is
beautifully decorated with a table set as an alter to
honor the Great Spirit or Creator and our Ancestors.
The table is covered with a beautiful native blanket or
animal hides. Traditional and ceremonial objects are
arranged on it, such as; autumn flowers, pumpkins,
squash, Shinnecock scrubs, Indian corn, corn stalks, clay
pottery, sweet grass, baskets, wampum shells, gourds,
whelk shells, deer fur, tobacco offering, turtle shells,
rabbit fur, eagle feathers, and turkey feathers. Before
the meal is eaten the minister of the church or a tribal
member says a prayer of thanks for all the gifts and
blessings that was received during the year from the
creator.

Pow-Wow of 1954
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Shinnecock people continue to celebrate pow-wows. The
Shinnecock annual pow-wow is on Labor Day weekend, and is a
four-day celebration, opened to the public. Many Shinnecock
people go to pow-wows all over the United States to celebrate
and commune. Shinnecock has a drum group called, The Young
Blood Singers who have attend many pow-wows in the U S and
the World. There can be up to 50 or more drum groups at
some pow-wows. Traditional dancers will dress in their
traditional regalia, which would be reflective of the area of
land their tribe was from. There are several types of dances;
stomp, smoke and, round dances just to name a few. There is a
variety of regalia such as; fancy, jingle, grass, and blanket.
Pow-wows also offer an assortment of food; the contemporary
staple is fry bread. Today at a pow-wow you can see indigenous
people from all over the world celebrating their traditions.
Shinnecock celebrate a mid-winter pow-wow at the Community
Center. Many people come from other tribes, to commune with
one another, dance, drum, sing, and feast. This is a way to
stay in touch with each other and talk about our tribal life.

Blanket Dance
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Today the Shinnecock Council of
Trustees (both men and women) oversee
decision making for the entire tribal nation.
There hold monthly meetings to discuss
tribal issues. Tribal members are invited to
attend these important meetings. We have
offices for our tribal affairs, a health
center, senior center, preschool, museum
and many community programs. The Nation
of Shinnecock is still here, and will continue
to work on rebuilding our traditions for the
future generations.
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Glossary
Bulrush- A tall water plant of the sea grass family. Native
to temperate regions of the northern hemisphere, it has
been widely used for weaving

Cattail – A tall reed like marsh

plant with strap like leaves and a
deep brown, velvety cylindrical
head of numerous tiny flowers
Clan - Began as one family that was
the basic unit of a tribe. Then
families extended following
matrilineal blood lines and given
names
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Duck Decoys - Duck decoy is a device used to

attract wildfowl, made of wood and shaped like a
duck

Green white cedar trees-

Matriarchal Society - The women is the head of the family
or tribe

Mocomanto - Shinnecock Sachem of the 1600's Mocomanto

was one of the leaders who signed the first deed recognizing
the settlement of the Town of Southampton in 1640, after
whom they named the scholarship fund. This fund helps high
school Shinnecock graduates with college
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Nunnowa - means "it is dry” referring
to the corn being dry so it is the time
for harvest

Regalia- Traditional clothing and items
used during pow-wows and ceremonies

Reservation - An Indian Reservation is
a legal definition for an area of land
lived on by Native American Nations,
managed by the U.S. Bureau of Indian
Affairs

Right Whales- A baleen whale with a
large head and a deeply curved jaw,
found in the ocean waters.

Scrub - A Native American wooden

brush to clean the pots from food.

Sinew – Dried strips of meat (muscle) used to sew clothes,

string wampum, make tools and weapons (bow)

Wampum - A small cylindrical

bead made by North American
Indians from the purple and
white part of quahog shell
(clam shell).

Saplings- young trees
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